discriminating soft and hard C and G

**Skill:** discriminating and sorting hard and soft G and C.

**Directions:** Read the word on each card. Sort the words under the correct heading. Complete a worksheet.
hard g
soft g
hard c
soft c
caterpillar
candy corn
cup
core
acorn
broccoli
coconut
maraca
lettuce
recycle
fencing
pencil
burger

eggplant

magnet

frog
gingerbread

germs

giraffe

general
Directions: Sort the word cards under the correct heading. Write the words in the correct box. Circle the G or C in each word.

- hard g
- hard c
- soft g
- soft c
Directions: Sort the word cards under the correct heading. Write the words in the correct box. Circle the G or C in each word.

**hard g**
- grapes
- gifts
- green
- gumballs
- burger
- eggplant
- magnet
- frog

**hard c**
- caterpillar
- candy corn
- cup
- core
- acorn
- broccoli
- coconut
- maraca
- recycle*
- cabbage*

**soft g**
- gingerbread
- germs
- giraffe
- general
- orange
- fudge bar
- cabbage*
- bandage

**soft c**
- cereal
- cinnamon
- cents
- cider
- lettuce
- recycle*
- fencing
- pencil
Directions: Read each word. Listen for the hard and soft letter sounds. Write each word in the correct box.

beginning sounds

middle sounds

ending sounds

Hard and Soft consonants
Directions: Read each word. Listen for the hard and soft letter sounds. Write each word in the correct box.

**Beginning Sounds**
caterpillar
candy
corn
cup
core
coconut*
cereal
cinnamon
cents
cider
cabbage*
casses
gifts
green
gumballs
gingerbread*
egms
giraffe
general

**Middle Sounds**
acorn
broccoli
coconut*
maraca
recycle
fencing
pencil
burger
eggplant
magnet
gingerbread*

**Ending Sounds**
lettuce
frog
fudge
coabbage*
cabbage*
bandage
orange